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Abstract
Data Mining is the process of extract useful information from 
the large data by using different mining techniques. Clustering 
and classification manage the large amount of data into different 
clusters according to their properties. Sometimes data arranged 
in clusters contain outliers that degrade the performance of the 
system. The outliers detected by K-Mean genetic algorithm also 
contain information; to detect this information and outlier’s 
properly K-Mean genetic bacterial foraging algorithm is applied. 
This paper also presents the comparison between K-Mean genetic 
algorithm and K-Mean genetic bacterial foraging algorithm.
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I. Introduction
With time data mining becomes most valuable tool for manipulation 
of data and also to use this manipulated information to create 
meaningful patterns. Data mining techniques such as clustering 
and classification arrange the extracted data in proper way 
according to their similarities. Data clustering techniques are 
different from the classification techniques as data clustering is an 
unsupervised classification in which classes for objects are created 
while classification is supervised clustering technique in which 
objects are assigned to predefined classes. Basically clustering 
provides the partition of similar data objects into clusters. Cluster 
is a closely packed group of objects. A good clustering technique 
provide the high quality clusters in which intra-class similarity 
is high while inter-class similarity is low. The quality of cluster 
depends on the definition and representation of cluster. 
 According to today’s requirements clustering has a wide range 
of applications in different areas such as pattern recoganization, 
spatial data such as create thematic maps in GIS, World Wide 
Web that includes document classification and cluster weblog 
data to discover similar patterns, Economic science especially 
in market research, image processing etc. Some researchers 
improved some data clustering algorithms, some implemented 
new one, and some compared different data clustering algorithm. 
Clustering techniques have been studied extensible in statics, 
machine learning, and data mining.
Clustering algorithm are numerous but there are two well name 
algorithm such as partitioning algorithms and hierarchical 
algorithm which are fast and provides high quality output. The 
partitioning algorithm gives the partition of objects of database 
into clusters. K-Mean is a well know algorithm for partitioning 
of data into clusters. K-Mean algorithm arranges the data into 
clusters by measuring the distance from their centriod.
Outliers are the raw data in the form of noise, tags, links etc present 
in the database. It is important to detect outliers because they can 
degrade the performance and quality. It is possible that the outliers 
detected by K-Mean genetic algorithm contain information which 
can be further used to detect important patterns and research. 

II. Related Work
Kelly D. Crawford et.al (1996) used genetic algorithm to detect 
known multiple outliers from the regression dataset. Experiment 
shows that the genetic algorithm was successful in finding the 
outliers from multiple dataset.
Ujjwal Maulik et.al (2000) talked about genetic algorithm for 
pattern reorganization. Genetic algorithm is a search based 
algorithm provides the optimized value. Initially it selects the 
randomly from the  population to reach at best and optimized 
result.
Aggarwal C. et.al (2001) talked about a brand new means for 
outlier detection that is perfect for high dimensional data sets. 
With this method projection can be reduced which cannot be done 
by brute force method. The given process has advantages over 
distance based process.
Williams G et .al (2002) used RNN method to detect outliers. 
Experimental results are calculated on both smaller dataset 
and larger data set. Basically larger data sets are used to check 
scalability and used to provide practical apps.
R.J Kau et.al (2005) shows that comparison of ASCA + AK method 
with SOM+ Genetic and SOM +K-Mean algorithm. AK method 
requires number of clusters which are generated with the help of 
ant system based clustering algorithm (ASCA) Osama Abu Abbas 
(2008) shows comparison between various clustering techniques. 
The algorithm such as K-Mean, hierarchical clustering algorithm, 
self organization algorithm and expectation maximization a 
clustering algorithm are compared on the basis of performance, 
quality and efficiency.
Muhammad Rafi et al. (2010) In this research paper two approaches 
are used for document clustering. The first one is efficient phrase 
based document clustering and second one is frequent word or 
word meaning sequences. The comparison is made on both the 
approaches to check which gives effective result in document 
clustering. In frequent word sequence approach  priori algorithm  is 
used in which two frequent word item set are created ,then remove 
all the words from the documents that are not in the item set. 

III. K-Mean Algorithm
K-mean algorithm is used to classify the objects into clusters based 
on the mean value of the objects in the cluster. K-Mean cluster 
involves following steps:-
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Fig. 1: K-Mean Algorithm
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IV. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithm is a search based optimization technique based 
on the mechanics of natural selection. Genetic algorithm creates 
a collection of possible solutions to a specific problem. Initially 
the solutions are randomly generated so the initial result is poor 
but there are small segment of solution that are nearby our desired 
solution. The flow steps of genetic algorithm are following: 

Initialize population.1. 
Generate chromosomes of population.2. 
If the solution is satisfied then terminate else jump to next 3. 
step.
Evaluate fitness value.4. 
Initialize number of generation.5. 
While number generation * 2 ≤ termination condition; do6. 
Select all the genetic solutions which can propagate to next 7. 
generation
Increment number of generation.8. 
Perform crossover operation up to until 50% of bits are 9. 
crossed.
End while.10. 
if the solution is efficient then perform mutation.11. 

Genetic algorithm searches best solution from a large set of 
solutions

V. Bacterial Foraging Algorithm
BFO Algorithm is an optimization algorithm based on the behavior 
of E.coli bacteria in the body. It is basically used for solving 
optimization problems. Basically it involves two stages run and 
tumble that help bacteria looking for food to survive ever.

VI. Comparison and Results  
To detect outliers properly with the help of genetic and bacterial 
foraging optimization algorithm the first step is to upload the data 
set. After uploading arrange the data into clusters with K-Mean 
clustering technique. Apply the genetic algorithm to optimize the 
result. Save the data which is detected as outlier data after applying 
genetic algorithm, it is possible that the data that is detected as 
outlier by genetic algorithm contains some important information, 
to filter this information from outlier data upload this outlier data 
into bacterial foraging algorithm. Calculate the parameters and 
compare them with genetic algorithm. The results are evaluated 
in mat lab.

Fig. 3: Shows K-Mean Clustering Algorithm

  
Fig. 3: Optimization by Genetic Algorithm

Fig. 4: Comparison Graph of Outlier Percentage and Accuracy

Fig. 6: Comparison Graph Between False Acceptance Rate and 
False Rejection

Table 1: Shows Comparison Between K-Mean Genetic Algorithm 
and Bacterial Foraging Algorithm

Algorithm Accuracy frr far Outlier
percentage

K-Mean
Genetic
Algorithm

29.98 .178 .000164 70

Hybrid GA and 
BFO algorithm 99.98 0.0104 8.85 1.33
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